is put forth in [8] . Reliability analysis of a complex system with repair machine and correlated failure and repair times is performed in [6] .
II.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS 2.1. ASSUMPTIONS: 1.
The system consists of two dissimilar units. Initially one unit of the system is operative called the priority (P) unit and other is kept as cold standby called the non-priority or ordinary (C) unit.
2.
The P-unit get priority for both operation and repair over the C-unit i.e. the C-unit operates only when the P-unit fails totally.
3.
The P-unit has three failure modes i.e. minor, major and catastrophic and ordinary unit has only failure mode i.e. normal.
4.
In case of catastrophic failure we have given replacement under warranty scheme.
5.
It also provides a repair cover for other failures of the priority unit as well as far the nonpriority unit.
6.
When the priority unit fails due to major failure, a delay occurs in getting the repairmen.
7.
When the P-unit fails, the standby unit is switched to operate with a switching device. The switching being instantaneous, perfect and cause no damage to the system.
8.
The failure time distribution of both the units are negative exponential with different parameters while the repair times and delay time distribution are general.
9.
The repaired unit is as good as new one.
2.2.STATES OF THE SYSTEM
: Priority unit on online : Standby unit : Priority unit under repair having minor failure. : Standby unit under operation. : Standby unit under repair : Standby unit under waiting for repair : Priority unit under repair having major failure by an expert : Priority unit waiting for repair by an expert : Priority unit under replacement having catastrophic failure : Priority unit repair continued having minor failure : Priority unit repair continued having major failure : Priority unit replacement continued having catastrophic failure. Considering these symbols; the system may be in one of the following states: 
III. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES AND MEAN SOJOURN TIMES
Let , 1 , 2 , … … denotes the epochs at which the system enters any state ∈ E and be the state visited at epoch + i.e just after th transition at . Then { , } is a Markov-renewal process with state space and
is the semi-Markov Kernel over E. The transition probability matrix of the embedded Markov chain is ≡ ( ) ≡ ( (∞)) ≡ (∞). 
For any state , mean sojourn time is the taken by the system in state before transiting to any other state. Let the survival time in state be then the mean sojourn time in state ∈ is given by 
IV. MEAN TIME TO SYSTEM FAILURE On the basis of basic probabilistic arguments used for regenerative processes, recursive relations for ( ) among can easily be developed and taking the Laplace-Stieltjes transformation of the relations and solving for ̃0( ), we have
and (7) and (8) To obtain numerator of (7), we collect the coefficient of the relevant ′ , where ′ is the mean elapsed time of the system in the state before transiting to other regenerative state i.e 
V. POINTWISE AND STEADY STATE AVAILABILITY
where the argument's' is dropped, in * ( )and * ( ) ( ).
Also using the relations, → 0,̃( ) → and ∑ = Ψi , thus, in steady state we have 
The expected up time of the system during (0, t] is given by = ∫ 0 ( ) 0 so that * ( ) = 0 * ( )⁄ and the down time during (0,t) is (We have omitted the argument 's' for simplicity) and 3 ( ) = 2 ( ) is same as in availability analysis which is given by (8) Also using the relations, → 0,̃( ) → and ∑ = Ψi , thus, in steady state. the probability that the repair /rep-lacement facility is busy is given by (We have omitted the argument 's' for simplicity) and 3 ( ) = 2 ( ) is same as in availability analysis which is given by (8) Also using the relations, → 0,̃( ) → and ∑ = Ψi , thus, in the steady state, the probability that the repair/replacement facility is busy is given by X. GRAPHICAL BEHAVIOUR For a more clear view of the behavior of system characteristics w.r.t. the various parameters involved, we plot curves for MTSF and AVAILABILITY in Fig.2-5 w.r.t. each of the failure parameters and the repair parameters for different set of values. It is to be noted that the replacement and repair time distributions are taken as
VI. BUSY PERIOD ANALYSIS OF REGULAR REPAIRMAN

VII. BUSY PERIOD ANALYSIS OF REGULAR REPAIRMAN
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (Fig.2) where as MTSF increases as the repair/replacement parameters increases (Fig. 3) . Fig. 4 , graphs between Steady State Availability with respect to different failure rates ( 1 , 2 , 3 and β) plotted respectively for different values other parameters in each case. In this, we note that availability also decreases uniformly as the failure parameters of the system increases. So it is concluded that expected life of the system increases with decreasing failure rate 1 , 2 , 3 and β. Also, in Fig. 5 , graphs between Steady State Availability with respect to different repair rates/ replacement parameters ( 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 ) are plotted respectively for different values other parameters in each case. Here availability increases with the increases in the values of the repair/replacement parameters. Thus, Availability of the system increases w.r.t. repair rates irrespective of the other parameters so that we conclude that expected life of the system increases with decreasing failure rate of priority unit in minor, major and catastrophic repair modes ( 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 ). .
Further in
